
Disney's

Frozen Elsa Tiara - Frost Elsa Diadem

Sewing Tutorial - Sy mønster

Headband - Hårbånd

lnstruction:

v Cut 2 x fabric 22 x 18cm. 1x front and l-x back piece.
v Cut L x strong vilodon without glue on the back 22 x 1,8 cm - or other stong material for sewing.
v Cut l- x vilodon common with glue on the back22 x 18 cm
v Draw the pattern on both pieces vilodon. Swipe the general vilodon on the back fabric before
cut out. Cut the strong vilodon out and place it on the front piece and sew a seam all around about
1mm in the vilodonen and above the dotted line on the pattern. Cut then excess fabric around the
perimeter.
v Decorating with bling-bling, rhinestone etc. that has to be sewn on. lt is only your imagination
that sets the limit for decorating, use what you have in your stash
v Add front and back piece together and sew an applique seem around the entire edge.
v Cut the lower edge of the saw which is approximately 0.5 cm back - sew then a piece of satin
edging on.

v Cut a piece of elastic 2 to 2.5 cm wide and make a thin fabric into a tube that matches the
length of the elastic band pulled out. Pullthe elastic through the tube and sew a stitch at each end
at an angle around 1 cm inside and cut the excess of fabric before sewing it on the tiara. How far
the elastic band must be vary according to head size of the one to wear the tiara.
v sew then a zigzag ribbon around the edges and glue rhinestones on.

Enjoy;))

Hanne Solberg

Pictures on my blog - link below

www. hannesolberg.cocone.d k
www.cocone.dk
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